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On cover - Pauline FERRAND-PREVOT
Cycling legend...
MTB Cross-country World Champion (2015, 2019, 2020)
Cyclo-cross World Champion (2015)
Road Cycling World Champion (2014)

YOUR FUTURE IS
IN YOUR HANDS
Trust THE glove specialist.

PROTECTION / FITTING / DESIGN

YOUR GLOVES
ARE NOT
A MERE PIECE
OF EQUIPMENT,
THEY ARE

THE LINK

BETWEEN YOU
AND YOUR BIKE.

Thomas GENON
Pro MTB Slopestyle rider
at Red Bull Rampage
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WHY FIVE ?

PROTECTION / FITTING / DESIGN: Five’s DNA.

We are glove specialists, and pride ourselves
on making what some consider the best gloves
ever created. Not that we’re smarter than other
equipment brands, but simply because we only do
gloves. All of our resources, human, technical, and
financial, are devoted to a single product: gloves!
Every day, every hour, every minute, we
are dedicated to the design, development,
and production of top-quality gloves. Why?
Because we’re convinced that the glove is
an essential part of riders’ equipment, and
it shouldn’t be considered a mere “fashion
statement”.
The hand is both complex and fragile, since
it’s so exposed in a fall. It’s made up of a
large number of small parts: joints, bones,
muscles, tendons, nerve endings. Designing
a product that fits these constraints isn’t so
simple. The hand is, more than anything,
essential to our daily lives. So, it’s essential
to protect it properly, with a glove that’s
right for your sport. A FIVE glove, obviously.
You can’t design a glove in the same way
you design a jersey. It has to be protective*,
comfortable, durable, breathable, and fit
the rider’s hand to transmit every movement without restriction. And this is truly
a matter for specialists!

Gloves are therefore the vital link between
you and your bike. Because, it’s a matter
of faithfully reproducing through the
handlebars what the rider has in mind.
We have more than 10 years of experience
at the highest levels in motorcycle racing
(World Championship MotoGP, Superbike,
Endurance, Motocross, Enduro, etc...),
which has helped us develop absolute
mastery of technical constraints, both in
terms of steering at high-speed on two
wheels, and in reducing the risk of injury
to the hand. We’ve leveraged this experience and, by adapting our concepts to this
highly specific activity, we’ve transferred
this knowledge to cycling.
There is a fundamental difference between
making a beautiful glove, and making a
truly efficient glove. Our goal is to bring you
a combination of these elements in just
one product.

Of course, on a bike, you pedal with your
legs, but steering precision and finesse is
expressed... through the handlebar!
*Against blisters, against nature elements, against bad weather conditions, or in some cases against a fall. In the
case of cycling, only a few of our gloves are certified as personal protective equipment, but wearing a glove is
always more protective than not wearing any...
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Designing a glove is one thing, but large-scale production, and duplicating its functionality in
every size is another matter. We design our own concepts, draw up our own patterns for each and
every size, determine the positioning of each protective element and each seam with millimetric
precision, and we select all of our materials. The end result is a fit and feel that always provides an
optimal compromise between protection and comfort. This remains true, whatever your size. Only a
specialist can promise such consistent quality.

“We design our own
concepts, draw up
our own patterns…”
We have our own design and development centers in France and Italy, and we manufacture in
our very own production facilities. In the end, this makes all the difference. To be sure you’re truly
convinced, do something very simple: slide your hand into a FIVE glove.
Cycling, in all its forms, is becoming increasingly technical. We believe that this same approach,
imbued with a spirit of excellence and technical mastery, is the right one for cycling equipment.
It was this same approach that led to the development of the FIVE Bike Advanced Gloves range,
which we’d like to share with you through our Generation 5 collection.
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MY DREAMS
ARE IN
MY HANDS.
To become multiple World Champion in several cycling disciplines, such as road,
cyclo-cross and cross-country mountain biking, you need unwavering determination
and extraordinary willpower. Pauline FERRAND-PREVOT is one of those athletes
who’s making history in her sport. But beyond the athlete with the exceptional record
that the public knows, there’s a young woman who’s been chasing her dreams since
the age of five, when her love of cycling first revealed itself. FIVE also means the
gloves that Pauline chose to wear to chase another dream, which would move her
even closer to international cycling’s top tier. FIVE XR-Pro gloves. Without a doubt, the
most effective gloves to help her take, her destiny in hand, yet again.

Pauline FERRAND-PREVOT
Cycling legend...
MTB Cross-country World Champion (2015, 2019, 2020)
Cyclo-cross World Champion (2015)
Road Cycling World Champion (2014)
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Pauline FERRAND-PREVOT
Cycling legend...
MTB Cross-country World Champion (2015, 2019, 2020)
Cyclo-cross World Champion (2015)
Road Cycling World Champion (2014)
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_ Shorty Road / Generation 5

SHORTY
ROAD
FIVE
ADVANCED
GLOVES

TO R IDE
T H E ASPHA LT
OR GR AVE LS
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URBAN

FALL / WINTER

BMX

MTB

SHORTY ROAD
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_ Shorty Road / Generation 5

SHORTY ROAD

RC.GEL

URBAN

FALL / WINTER

BMX

MTB

BLACK
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_ Shorty Road / Generation 5

SHORTY ROAD
MTB
BMX
FALL / WINTER

RC2

URBAN

WHITE / GREY
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RC.TRAIL GEL

KAKI
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URBAN

FALL / WINTER

BMX

MTB

SHORTY ROAD

RC.TRAIL GEL

KAKI
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_ Shorty Road / Generation 5
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URBAN

FALL / WINTER

BMX

MTB

SHORTY ROAD

RC.PRO
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URBAN

FALL / WINTER

BMX

MTB

SHORTY ROAD

_ Shorty Road / Generation 5

RC.PRO
The RC PRO Shorty is clearly made for demanding, competition-oriented cyclists. Aimed to those
who were refusing to wear gloves so far because they didn’t want to lose any of their sensations on
the handlebar. There is nothing superfluous about it, leaving it focused on what counts: becoming
one with the racer’s hand and making them forget they’re wearing it, thanks to its Nanofront®
palm of only 400 microns thick and its ultra-light and breathable nyIon-stretch structure. It’s only
when you slip it on or off that you remember the RC PRO Shorty is on your hand, because, between
those two gestures, its efficiency, obtained through a myriad of small details (all of which are important) and premium materials, takes your performance to the next level. A glove crafted to take
you to nothing less than the top of the leader board.

TECHNICAL
FEATURES
01.

02.
03.
04.
05.

06.
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Nanofront® palm construction (made in
Japan), for exceptional sensitivity and optimal
grip on the handlebars
Four-way Stretch Nylon topside construction,
for comfort and support
Ergonomic, strapless stretch cuff, for total ease
Ergofit™ fourchettes between the fingers,
for a better-fitting glove
Wide silicone print on the palm side for better,
looser grip on the handlebars, saving you
energy
Ventilated palm with laser-cut perforations
that reduce perspiration and prevent blister
formation

07.

2 mm Gel Cushion between the thumb and
index fingers, for optimal comfort in a resting
position on the brake lever handle
08. MicroWipe™ inset on the thumb so you can
wipe off your forehead or glasses
09. Easy slip-on with the Pull’N’Ride™ tab
10. Easy removal with Easy-Pull-Off™ tabs
at the ends of the fingers
11. Second-skin feel, like you’re wearing nothing
at all

SHORTY ROAD

MSRP
54,90 €

_WEIGHT

per pair M size
BLACK

C06200601

FALL / WINTER

BMX

MTB

XS-07 / S-08 / M-09 / L-10
XL-11 / 2XL-12 / 3XL-13

URBAN

24g
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_ Shorty Road / Generation 5

RC.GEL
The RC Gel Shorty offers the perfect balance between comfort and performance. With its Gel
comfort cushions on the palm side and between the thumb and index fingers, and an adjustable
Velcro® closure system on the cuff, it’s just as easy to wear over long distances as it is to take it on
and off, for occasional use. It’s undoubtedly our most versatile and comfortable road glove, which
makes it perfect for most cyclists. This is a glove that will take you far, on long rides, or simply when
you want to ride in total comfort.

TECHNICAL
FEATURES
01.
02.
03.
04.
05.

06.
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AX Suede® palm construction with 3 mm gel
cushion
Topside construction in stretch Nylon / Stretch
Twill / 3D Mesh
Cuff closure with an adjustment tab plus
Velcro®
3 mm Gel Cushion on the palm, for optimal
comfort on the handlebars
2 mm Gel Cushion between the thumb and
index fingers, for optimal comfort in a resting
position on the brake lever handle
Fourchettes between the fingers in
honeycombed Mesh, for better ventilation

07.

Ventilated palm with laser-cut perforations
that reduce perspiration and prevent blister
formation
08. MicroWipe™ inset on the thumb, so you can
wipe off your forehead or glasses
09. Reflective elements so you’re visible at night
10. Easy slip-on with a Pull’N’Ride™ tab
11. Easy removal with Easy-Pull-Off™ tabs
at the end of the fingers

SHORTY ROAD

MSRP
44,90 €

_WEIGHT

RED

C06200703

BMX

MTB

XS-07 / S-08 / M-09 / L-10
XL-11 / 2XL-12 / 3XL-13

GREEN WATER / BLACK
C06200761

FALL / WINTER

BLACK

C06200701

URBAN

39g

per pair M size
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RC.TRAIL GEL
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URBAN

FALL / WINTER

BMX

MTB

SHORTY ROAD

_ Shorty Road / Generation 5

RC.TRAIL GEL
The RC TRAIL GEL Shorty offers maximum comfort for long rides on the road, trails, or even on city
streets. Its topside construction in 4-Way Stretch Spandex®, a material known for its flexibility,
makes it supremely comfortable. Its soft 3D logo on the metacarpal zone adds texture to the glove
and helps limit scrapes and scratches if you happen to take a spill. Its AX Suede® Deuce synthetic
leather palm, featuring a number of 3 mm thick AIR GEL® and silicone inserts, offers exceptional
shock absorption and grip on the handlebars. The great fit of the RC TRAIL GEL Shorty stems from
the Soft TPR and Velcro® tab integrated into the straight-edged, ergonomic neoprene cuff, and its
Pull’N’Ride™ tab. Though it tends to blend in visually, with its tone-on-tone logos, it also makes you
feel like you’re wearing nothing at all, since it’s so comfortable and efficient.

TECHNICAL
FEATURES
01.
02.
03.
04.
05.
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Topside construction / 4 Way Stretch
Spandex®
Palm / AX Suede® DEUCE
Palm, thumb, and metacarpal reinforcements /
3 mm AIR GEL®
Silicone Print on the palm, for optimal grip
on the handlebars
Closure and support / Soft TPR and Velcro®
topside adjustment tab / Trim- and seam-free
ergonomic neoprene cuff / Pull’N’Ride™ pull tab

06.

Easy-Pull-Off™ tabbed removal system
on the middle and ring fingers
07. Lycra™ stretch fourchettes between the fingers
08. MicroWipe™ / Micro-terry covering
on the base of the thumb, so you can wipe off
your forehead
09. Logo / Welded Sonic TPR

MSRP
39,90 €
per pair M size

KAKI

C06220995

BMX

MTB

XS-07 / S-08 / M-09 / L-10
XL-11 / 2XL-12 / 3XL-13

BURGUNDY
C06220944

FALL / WINTER

BLACK

C06220901

URBAN

68g

SHORTY ROAD

_WEIGHT
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_ Shorty Road / Generation 5

RC1
The RC1 counts among FIVE’s high-end short road gloves. It aims to ensure optimal comfort when
you lean on the handlebars, whatever your hand position may be. Its synthetic palm in abrasion-resistant AX Suede® features numerous AIR GEL® 3 mm pads inserted underneath 3 mm memory
foam placed at key points (thenar eminence, hypothenar, thumb) for extreme comfort, and 2 mm
gel at the metacarpals to allow for flexing. And one ultimate detail, to enhance foster moisture
wicking. As for the other side, it features sublimated Polymesh stretch fabric with finely honeycombed Mesh 2.2 fabric, ensuring both excellent support and effective ventilation. Ventilation that
is optimized by the use of breathable Powernet fabric between the fingers. The thumb covered in
MicroWipe™ terrycloth allows you to wipe the sweat off your face with one swipe. Taking off your
glove is made easy with two tabs integrated into the middle and ring fingers. Ultra-comfortable,
stylish, and durable, the RC1 Shorty stands out from the crows with its components and pre-formed
ergonomic shape, the perfect companion for long days on the road.

TECHNICAL
FEATURES
01.
02.
03.
04.
05.
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Topside construction / Sublimated Polyester
mesh + 2.2 mesh
Palm / AX Suede® CINCO
Palm and thumb reinforcements / 3 mm AIR
GEL®
Metacarpal reinforcements / 3 mm memory
foam
Fourchettes (finger contours) / Breathable
Powernet fabric

06.

Closure and support / Folded, seamless,
stretch polyester mesh + 2 Lycra™ panels
07. On-off system with pull-tabs on middle
and ring fingers
08. On-off wrist tab / Pull’N’Ride™
09. Logo / TPR Sonic Welded
10. MicroWipe™ / Thumb covered in microterrycloth to wipe off your forehead

SHORTY ROAD

MSRP
34,90 €

_WEIGHT

per pair M size

RED / BLACK
C06200439

BMX

MTB

XS-07 / S-08 / M-09 / L-10
XL-11 / 2XL-12 / 3XL-13

C06200401

WOMAN

BLACK / BLUE
C09200113

FALL / WINTER

BLACK / BLACK

URBAN

42g
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_ Shorty Road / Generation 5

_WEIGHT

26g

per pair M size

RC2
If you only consider the essential to be truly indispensable, then the RC2 Shorty is an excellent choice in short road gloves. Developed following the FIVE ExtraFit concept that focuses on
top-quality fit, it features the fundamentals that make a glove pleasant and effective. The RC2
Shorty is particularly ideal for those who want as few elements as possible between their hand and
the handlebars. Its AX Suede® synthetic leather palm has no padding nor reinforcements, which
means no added thickness, but it offers extra grip on the handle bar. In the same way, the back of
the hand is made up of a single piece of stretch sublimated Mesh 2.2 fabric, so that no stitching will
alter the sensation of wearing nothing at all. The on-off tab paired with two Lycra™ panels located
on both sides makes it easy to slip it on and provides good support, without placing any constraints
on the wrist. Extremely lightweight and ventilated, the RC2 Shorty knows how to be discreet, to the
point of feeling like a second skin. Just what many exacting athletes need, with nothing more, so
they can push themselves to the max.

TECHNICAL
FEATURES
01.
02.
03.
04.

Topside construction / 2.2 sublimated mesh
Palm / AX Suede® CINCO
Thumb / MicroWipe™ micro-terrycloth
Fourchettes (finger contours) / Breathable
Powernet fabric
05. Closure and support / 2.2 stretch mesh
+ 2 Lycra™ panels
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06.
07.

On-off system with pull-tabs on middle
and ring fingers
MicroWipe™ / Thumb covered in microterrycloth so you can wipe off your forehead

SHORTY ROAD

MSRP
29,90 €

GRAVEL BURGUNDY
C06220544

BMX

MTB

XS-07 / S-08 / M-09 / L-10
XL-11 / 2XL-12 / 3XL-13

GRAVEL BLACK / PINK
C06220512

FALL / WINTER

C06220595

URBAN

GRAVEL KAKI
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RC3
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URBAN

FALL / WINTER

BMX

MTB

SHORTY ROAD

_ Shorty Road / Generation 5

_WEIGHT

28g

per pair M size

RC3
The RC3 Shorty is designed for cyclists who know that it’s the essentials that count. By focusing
on simplicity, the RC3 Shorty adds nothing superfluous, yet still features everything you need to
enjoy riding even more WITH these gloves on than WITHOUT them. A palm that’s a smooth as can
be, without any reinforcements whatsoever, featuring micro-perforations for improved airflow, a
ventilated topside, a Velcro® adjustment tab on the top of the wrist, a micro-terry insert so you can
wipe off your forehead, and an Easy-Pull-Off™ system to make it even easier to take off your gloves,
all make the RC3 Shorty the ultimate affordable and effective short glove. And no need to say, it
offers extra grip on the handle bar. If we add to its reasonable price the wide selection of colors that
will help it match most outfits, here we have, no doubt about it, a real bestseller.

TECHNICAL
FEATURES
01.
02.

Topside construction / Britex Polyester Mesh
Palm / AX Suede® Cinco, micro-perforated
for ventilation
03. Silicone Print on the palm for optimal grip
on the handlebars
04. Closure and support: Velcro® topside
adjustment tab on the upper part of the wrist /
Pull’N’Ride™ pull tab
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05.

Easy-Pull-Off™ tabbed removal system
on the middle and ring fingers
06. Lycra™ stretch fourchettes between the fingers
07. MicroWipe™ / Micro-terry covering
on the base of the thumb, so you can wipe off
your forehead
08. Silicon-printed logo

SHORTY ROAD

MSRP
24,90 €

RED

C06221003

BMX

MTB

XS-07 / S-08 / M-09 / L-10
XL-11 / 2XL-12 / 3XL-13

BLACK

BLUE

C06221001

GREEN WATER

URBAN

C06221009

FALL / WINTER

C06221006
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_ Mtb / Generation 5

Thomas GENON
Pro MTB Slopestyle rider
at Red Bull Rampage

MTB

FIVE
ADVANCED
GLOVES

TO R IDE
T H E DI RT
OR T R A ILS
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URBAN

FALL / WINTER

BMX

MTB

SHORTY ROAD

_ Mtb / Generation 5

ENDURO.AIR
CEMENT

Karim AMOUR
EWS Enduro Master World Champion
(2017, 2018)
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URBAN

FALL / WINTER

BMX

MTB

SHORTY ROAD

_ Mtb / Generation 5

XR.LITE

SPLIT BLACK / WHITE
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URBAN

FALL / WINTER

BMX

MTB

SHORTY ROAD

_ Mtb / Generation 5

_WEIGHT

96g

per pair M size

ENDURO 2
Enduro riding means facing all types of terrain, and just as many natural hazards. So, with the
ENDURO 2, a glove that is unmatched in the marketplace, we’ve included just the reinforcements
you need at strategic points, for total freedom of movement. Such is the case with the double FIVE
ERGOPROTECH™ protective shell in soft TPR, conveniently available in case you hit a tree trunk
or rock, while remaining nearly imperceptible when you steer the handlebars. We’ve specifically
paid attention to ventilation, by using mesh fabric on the inner half of the hand. We’ve also kept
the durable materials on the outer half, which is more exposed to all types of friction (from trees,
thorns, rocks). And since Enduro means spending long hours at the handlebars, contact points with
the controls have to be comfortable and accommodating. The ENDURO 2 thus features a palm made
from AX Suede® Durango™, a material that has good grip and is pleasant and durable, and 2 mm
foam rubber pads on the palm and 3 mm on the thumb. It’s just what you need to go all out, without
(too much) pain and suffering.

TECHNICAL
FEATURES
01.

02.

03.
04.

05.
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Topside / Mixed construction, with ventilated
mesh on the inner side and ultra-durable
polyester 4-way stretch on the outer side
Palm / AX Suede® Durango™ / Hypothenar
and handlebar contact-point reinforcements
in synthetic leather / 2 mm foam rubber
reinforcements on the palm / 3 mm foam
rubber pads on the thumb
Double FIVE ERGOPROTECH™ protective shell
in soft TPR, practically imperceptible
TPR mini protective shells on the fingers
+ 3 mm foam rubber reinforcements on
the ring and little fingers
5 TPR Sonic thermo-welded protective logo

06.

FIVE ERGOFIT™ construction that optimizes
fit and allows fingers extensive freedom of
movement
07. Synthetic leather reinforcement on the edge
of the hand, up to the radius
08. Silicone print on the inside of the fingers,
for optimal grip on the controls
09. Clear Vision Pad™ visor cleaning system
on the left-hand side
10. Touch Screen™ system (on the index finger)
that allows you to handle your Touch Screen™
devices
11. Mesh fabric and Velcro® adjustment tab
closure integrated into the glove’s construction

GREY / GOLD
C03220448

MTB

SHORTY ROAD

MSRP
59,90 €

FALL / WINTER

BMX

XS-07 / S-08 / M-09 / L-10
XL-11 / 2XL-12 / 3XL-13

URBAN

Alex CURE
BH Enduro Racing Team
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_ Mtb / Generation 5

_WEIGHT

68g

per pair M size

ENDURO.AIR
Facing the elements, high elevation, and nature, Enduro is a demanding, total sport that can potentially push a rider to their limits…Therefore, ventilation becomes crucial. The aggressive nature of
the terrain nevertheless calls for at least some protection. The ENDURO AIR offers the ideal combination to protect against small snags (rocks, branches, etc.) while allowing for efficient airflow.
For this, we have combined 2.2 MicroMesh and Twill Span on the topside of the glove for effective
ventilation and have added just the right amount of protection using 4 mm TPR Sonic elements on
the hand and 2 mm on the outside fingers, the most exposed area. The palm in AX Suede® DEUCE
synthetic suede leather offers impeccable handlebar grip and reduces the risk of blisters, without
any other added elements than Silicone Print dots on the index and middle fingers and thumb, for
optimal grip on the controls. Its thumb is covered in MicroWipe™, a micro-terrycloth fabric that
allows you to wipe away any sweat from your brow. And, since in Enduro, you may have to use a
GPS or smartphone, each of the index fingers has at its tip a triple band of Touch Screen™ conductive
wire that allows you to handle device screens. Its closure is ensured by a solid Soft TPR + Velcro®
adjustment flap, for perfect fit. In other words, this glove has everything you need to endure enjoyably, over the long haul.

TECHNICAL
FEATURES
01.
02.
03.

Topside construction / 2.2 mesh + Twill Span
Palm / AX Suede® DEUCE
Closure and support / Topside TPR and Velcro®
adjustment flap, Twin span folded, seamless
cuff, With Pull’N’Ride™ tab
04. New pre-formed FIVE ERGOFIT™ construction
with Lycra™ Stretch micro-fourchettes

/ 56

05.

Right and left conductive index fingers
for smartphone use
06. MicroWipe™ / Thumb covered in microterrycloth so you can wipe off your forehead
07. Logos / 4 mm Sonic Soft TPR (on the hand)
+ 2 mm (on the fingers)

BLACK

C03200301

MTB

SHORTY ROAD

MSRP
44,90 €

BMX

XS-07 / S-08 / M-09 / L-10
XL-11 / 2XL-12 / 3XL-13

FLUO RED

URBAN

FALL / WINTER

C03200384
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_ Mtb / Generation 5

_WEIGHT

126g

per pair M size

XR.TRAIL
PROTECH EVO
You may be looking for a versatile, lightweight, soft and comfortable glove, but protection if you
take a spill is still a crucial factor when you’re going all out on your mountain bike, or even when
you choose the safer option of an electric bike. With this in mind, we present the XR TRAIL PROTECH
EVO. It echoes all the comfort and versatility of the XR TRAIL GEL, particularly its multiple gel inserts
on the palm, but adds in an essential element in the form of a new one-piece ERGOPROTECH™
protective shell developed (with protected design) by FIVE; it’s supple enough not to hinder your
movements, and rigid enough to limit the impact of chance encounters with branches or pebbles.
And let’s not forget its many phalangeal reinforcements. The Soft TPR 3D tone-on-tone FIVE logo on
the most vulnerable metacarpal zone (outer side) adds an understated reinforcement that doesn’t
hinder your movements. The XR TRAIL PROTECH EVO: the perfect glove to handle all the subtleties
of all-out riding, while it protects you from the risks posed by nature’s little traps.

TECHNICAL
FEATURES
01.
02.
03.

Topside construction / Spandex®
Palm / AX Suede® DEUCE
FIVE ERGOPROTECH™ soft metacarpal
protective shell
04. Palm, thenar, and hypothenar reinforcements /
3 mm AIR GEL®
05. Silicone Print for optimal grip on the
handlebars / index + middle finger + thumb
06. Closure and support / TPR and Velcro®
topside adjustment tab / Trim- and seam-free
ergonomic neoprene cuff / Pull’N’Ride™ pull tab

/ 58

07.

New FIVE ERGOFIT™ preformed construction
with Lycra™ Stretch micro-fourchettes
08. MicroWipe™ / Micro-terry covering the base of
the thumb, so you can wipe off your forehead
09. Touch Screen™ / Compatible with smartphone
and GPS Touch Screen™s (right and left index
fingers)
10. Logo / Welded Sonic TPR

BLACK

C02220501

MTB

SHORTY ROAD

MSRP
59,90 €

FALL / WINTER

BMX

XS-07 / S-08 / M-09 / L-10
XL-11 / 2XL-12 / 3XL-13

URBAN

Benoît CHAUVET
MTB Freerider
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_ Mtb / Generation 5

_WEIGHT

74g

per pair M size

XR.TRAIL GEL
Though, as specialists, we develop and recommend specific styles for each type of use, we thought
it would be useful to offer a universal, multipurpose glove that offers maximum comfort for a long
day’s ride. And so, we proudly present the XR TRAIL GEL. It will be your faithful companion for
all your days out, on any kind of terrain. Its topside construction in 4-Way Spandex®, a material
famous for its elasticity, makes it truly comfortable. Its 3D logo guarantees just the right level of
protection on the highly exposed metacarpal zone (outer side) without hindering your movements
in any way. Its AX Suede® Deuce synthetic suede leather palm, featuring numerous 3 mm AIR GEL®
inserts, offers an exceptional level of comfort at the handlebars and reduces the risk of blisters.
The XR TRAIL GEL has adopted the new FIVE ERGOFIT™ construction, with its micro-fourchettes
(in Lycra™ on this style), providing an ultra-ergonomic fit. The base of the thumb is covered in
MicroWipe™ terrycloth, so you can wipe away the sweat from your forehead when you’re getting a
real workout. A silicone print on the inside of the index and middle finger and thumb enhances grip
on the controls, and the addition of conductive Touch Screen™ threads on the index finger allows
you handle smartphone or GPS screens. The customized fit of the XR TRAIL GEL comes from its Soft
TPR and Velcro® flap that’s integrated into the clean-cut neoprene cuff, and from its Pull’N’Ride™
on-off tab. Though it’s visually understated, with its tone-on-tone logos, you’ll also forget it’s there
when you wear it, because it’s so comfortable, lightweight, and efficient. The XR TRAIL GEL is sure to
satisfy a wide range of riders, starting with those who are new to any kind of Electric Bike.

TECHNICAL
FEATURES
01.
02.
03.

Topside construction / 4-Way Spandex®
Palm / AX Suede® DEUCE
Palm, thumb, and metacarpal reinforcements /
3 mm AIR GEL®
04. Silicone Print for optimal grip on the
handlebars / Index finger + middle finger
+ thumb
05. Closure and support / Topside Soft TPR and
Velcro® adjustment flap, Neoprene wristband
without any trim or seams, Pull’N’Ride™ on-off
tab
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06.

New pre-formed FIVE ERGOFIT™ construction
with Lycra™ Stretch micro-fourchettes
07. MicroWipe™ / Covering the base of the thumb
with micro-terrycloth so you can wipe off your
forehead
08. Logo / Sonic TPR welded
09. Touch Screen™ / Compatible with smartphone
and GPS device screens (right and left index
fingers)

BURGUNDY
C02200334

MTB

SHORTY ROAD

MSRP
44,90 €

BMX

XS-07 / S-08 / M-09 / L-10
XL-11 / 2XL-12 / 3XL-13

NAVY

FALL / WINTER

C02200390

URBAN

BLACK

C02200301
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XR.PRO
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URBAN

FALL / WINTER

BMX

MTB

SHORTY ROAD

_ Mtb / Generation 5

Adrien Loron
Pro MTB rider
Red Bull Monserrate 2021 winner
King of Crankworx 2017
Pumptrack World Champion
(2015, 2016, 2017, 2019)

XR.PRO
The XR PRO reflects our vision of a multipurpose glove for high performance and competitive riding.
Covering a wide range of uses, it is as efficient on the road and on gravel as it is for off-road use
(whatever the discipline: cross-country, all-mountain, Enduro, downhill), and will even satisfy the
most extreme gravity riders (Slope Style, Dirt, etc…). It features an elasticity and thinness that allow
it to literally disappear on your hand. Nevertheless, it also offers a real plus in terms of comfort and
handlebar grip. The XR PRO allows you to adjust the wrist closure the way you want, and its 3D logo
guarantees just the right protection on the most exposed metacarpal zone (the outer side) without
hindering your movements in the least. This is the most popular glove with our official riders, across
disciplines, proof of truly exceptional performance.

TECHNICAL
FEATURES
01.
02.
03.

Topside construction / Sublimated 2.2 Mesh
Palm / AX Suede® CINCO
Silicone Print for optimal grip on the controls /
Palm + fingers + thumb
04. Closure and support / Topside Velcro®
adjustment flap, Seamless hemmed Lycra™
cuff, Pull’N’Ride™ on-off tab
05. New pre-formed FIVE ERGOFIT™ construction
with 2.2 Mesh micro-fourchettes
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06.

MicroWipe™ / Wide covering on the thumb
in micro-terrycloth so you can wipe off
your forehead
07. Logos / Sonic TPR 3-D welded and silicone
prints
08. Touch Screen™ / Compatible with smartphone
and GPS device screens (right and left index
fingers)

SHORTY ROAD

MSRP
39,90 €

_WEIGHT

per pair M size
CAMO BLUE

BMX

MTB

C01200486

BLACK

BLACK / RED
C01220418

FALL / WINTER

C01200401

URBAN

42g

CAMO
KAKI / FLUO ORANGE
C01200487

XS-07 / S-08 / M-09 / L-10
XL-11 / 2XL-12 / 3XL-13
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_WEIGHT

36g

per pair M size

XR.LITE
The XR LITE is the most multifunctional and lightweight style in the FIVE bicycle Advanced Gloves
range. It’s easy to use and effective for a number of different disciplines, from cross-country to
downhill, Enduro, or BMX, offering ease of movement without restraint and ultra-precise contact
with the handlebars and controls. It enjoys a quick on-off system without a strap, featuring a Pull &
Ride tab that allows you to easily adjust its positioning. Wrist support is provided by a slim stretch
Neoprene band. The extreme comfort and feeling of lightness of the XR LITE stem from the use of
Polyester Mesh, a stretch material that is ultra-thin, but durable, and perfectly molds to the shape
of your hand on its topside, as well as to the use of the new FIVE ERGOFIT™ construction with micro-fourchettes (between the fingers), which seeks to optimize fit and freedom of movement for
the fingers. The palm, made in AX Suede® Cinco, a synthetic suede leather for ultimate comfort,
features a silicone print for optimal grip. The XR LITE is also equipped with a Touch Screen™ system
on each index finger so you can handle your electronic devices without removing your glove. This is
the perfect glove for those who want thinness, light weight, and easy on-off.

MSRP
34,90 €

BLACK / WHITE
C01200519

XS-07 / S-08 / M-09 / L-10
XL-11 / 2XL-12 / 3XL-13
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BOLD KAKI / BLACK
C01200795

KIDS MSRP
34,90 €

KID

SPLIT FLUO RED / GREY
C08200284

SHORTY ROAD

TECHNICAL
FEATURES
05.

BMX

MTB

New pre-formed FIVE ERGOFIT™
construction with 2.2 Mesh microfourchettes
06. Logos / Sublimated + Silicone prints
07. Touch Screen™ / Compatible with
smartphone and GPS device screens
(right and left index fingers)

FALL / WINTER

Topside construction / Polyester
mesh
02. Palm / AX Suede® CINCO
03. Silicone print for optimal grip
on the controls / Fingers and thumbs
04. Closure and support / No strap,
Stretch Neoprene without piping
or seams, Pull’N’Ride™ on-off tab

URBAN

01.
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XR.RIDE
Focusing on the essentials doesn’t mean being satisfied with the absolute minimum. Though the XR
RIDE seeks to be straightforward and affordable, it offers more than you might think. At first glance,
it offers the sensation of wearing nothing on your hands, but you immediately feel better grip at the
controls with it on than without it. Its palm is smooth, without any reinforcements whatsoever, so
you can really get a better feel for the landscape, yet it offers sufficient grip on the handlebars to
ride in total relaxation and confidence. Its stretch topside construction is ventilated, and its fabric
and Velcro® adjustment tab leaves your wrist unhindered. The same goes for the Touch-Screen
system that allows you to handle device Touch Screen™s, for those who like to stay connected while
they ride. Such are the many elements that make the XR RIDE an essential riding companion. Just
put it on and… Ride!

TECHNICAL
FEATURES
01.
02.

Topside construction / Britex Polyester Mesh
Palm / AX Suede® Cinco™, micro-perforated
for ventilation
03. Silicone Print on the palm for optimal grip
on the handlebars
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04.

Closure and support / Soft TPR and Velcro®
topside adjustment tab on the upper part
of the cuff / Pull’N’Ride™ pull tab
05. Lycra™ stretch fourchettes between the fingers
06. Sublimated logo

MSRP
24,90 €

_WEIGHT

SHORTY ROAD
MTB

BLACK

C01221001

BMX

XS-07 / S-08 / M-09 / L-10
XL-11 / 2XL-12 / 3XL-13

C01221044

FLUO YELLOW
C01221033

FALL / WINTER

BURGUNDY

URBAN

32g

per pair M size
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BMX
FIVE
ADVANCED
GLOVES

TO R AC E
T H E T R ACKS

Sylvain ANDRÉ
BMX World Champion (2018)
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URBAN

FALL / WINTER

BMX

MTB

SHORTY ROAD

Bmx / Generation 5

RACE
Worn by 2018 BMX World Champion Sylvain André, the RACE features everything a modern rider
might need. Lightweight and ultra-protective on the palm side, to withstand sliding on banked
asphalt turns, RACE offers unparalleled comfort and precision. Its topside construction in sublimated Polyester Mesh and 2.2 Mesh provides a perfect fit on the hand, while allowing airflow,
thus reducing the risk of blisters. The palm in AX Suede® Cinco synthetic leather hosts a Kevlar®
reinforcement, a material that features high abrasion resistance, right at the contact zone with the
ground if you fall. This small piece of Kevlar® makes all the difference! Silicone print adds the right
amount of grip on the palm and the index finger, to help you truly master the controls. The thumb
features independent construction from the rest of the glove, for improved fit. The thumb also
contains additional reinforcement at the grip contact point. Stunning 2 mm Sonic super-soft TPR on
the top, and 1 mm on the index finger, combine visual appeal and protection. Finger mobility and
ventilation are optimized with the use of 2.2 Mesh for their contours. Support is provided by a soft
TPR and Velcro® adjustment tab positioned on top. Like it did for Sylvain, the RACE will take you
right to the top of the podium.

MSRP
34,90 €

BLACK / WHITE
C05170119

XS-07 / S-08 / M-09 / L-10
XL-11 / 2XL-12 / 3XL-13
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KID

BLACK / WHITE
C08200419

SHORTY ROAD

TECHNICAL
FEATURES

MTB

07.

Silicone print / Palm and index finger
Fourchettes (finger contours) /
2.2 Mesh
Logos / 2 mm + 1 mm Sonic Soft TPR

_WEIGHT

53g

per pair M size

BMX

05.
06.

FALL / WINTER

Topside construction / Sublimated
Polyester Mesh + 2.2 Mesh
02. Palm / AX Suede® CINCO
03. Palm reinforcement / Kevlar®
04. Thumb reinforcement / AX Suede®
CINCO

URBAN

01.
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GLOSSARY OF
TECHNICAL ICONS

Metacarpo-phalangeal joints
protective shells

Silicone print for improved
grip on controls

Silicone print on the palm
for enhanced grip
on the handlebars

Compatible with
touchscreens devices

Innovative finger contour
construction with reduced
seams for ergonomic fit and
increased mobility

Gel insert in palm to absorb
shocks and vibrations
for greater comfort

Thumb or index covered in
micro-terrycloth to wipe-off
glasses / goggles or forehead
sweat

Reinforcement pads
on phalanges

Protective shell
on the hypothenar

Genuine leather construction

Anti-abrasion Epoxy resin
reinforcement on palm

Comfort padding to absorb
vibrations on handlebar at
thumb/hand joint zone

Vent holes in palm
for optimum airflow

Safety reflective details
for low-light or bad weather
visibility

Closure and adjustment
system by Velcro strap

Tab on wrist
for easy pull-on

Ergonomic elastic cuff on
wrist with no closure strap
for easy & quick pull-on

Thermal insulation lining
for warmth retention in cold
weather conditions

Next-to-skin
comfort

Pull loops for easy removal
of gloves

Weatherproof breathable
membrane to keep hands dry
in wet conditions

Windproof fabric
or membrane

Water repellent fabric
Allows water drops to slide
over glove surface
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